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ABSTRACT   
 This paper proposes an optimized mathematical model for linear feature extraction from satellite images. The model 
is based on a developed ant colony model combined with the snake model (called Ant-Snake model) to identify and 
extract the linear features like roads from satellite images. The process is started with the developed ant colony 
model to recognize and identify interest object and then with a snake model extract object. The developed ant model 
is able to establish a pheromone matrix that represents the object information at each pixel position of the image, 
according to the movements of a number of ants which are dispatch to move on the image. And the snake model is a 
parametric curve which is allowed to deform from some arbitrary initial locations from pheromone matrix toward the 
desired final location by minimizing an energy function. Experimental results are provided to demonstrate the 
superior performance of the proposed approach. 
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1. Introduction  
Automatic objects extraction from remotely sensed images requires the formulation of procedures and knowledge that 
indicate the content of the images. The structure of these objects in images is complex. Specially, when the resolution is 
increased, the content in the objects becomes considerably more complex.  
Extraction of linear objects like road from satellite images is also one of the main problems in the automatic mapping. In 
literature, there are many papers published to automatic and semi-automatic linear feature extraction. Gruen and Li 
developed a linear feature extraction method using snakes[1]. They combined the characteristics of snakes and adaptive 
least squares correlation method.  
Barzohar and Cooper  proposed an automatic method of extracting main roads in aerial images[2]. The aerial image is 
partitioned into windows, road extraction start from the window of high confidence estimates, while road tracing is to 
perform a dynamic programming to find an optimal global estimate. Park and Kim presented a road extraction algorithm 
using template matching[3]. 
Tupin et al. studied the automatic extraction of the road network in dense urban areas using a few metres resolution SAR 
images based on different orientation views [4]and Markov random. Katartzis et al described a model-based method for 
the automatic extraction of linear features from aerial images[5]. Byoung et al. developed a technique to extract roads in a 
space-borne SAR image using a genetic algorithm[6]. Amini et al., applied the fuzzy sets for roads identification from high-
resolution images[7]- [8]. Bentabet et al. presented an approach for roads detection from SAR images and road 
databases, and the approach included developing a restoration filter and a line plausibility calculation step[9]. Wessel and 
Wiedemann  studied automatic road extraction from airborne SAR imagery[10]. Long and Zhao  proposed a new 
integrated system for automatic extraction of main linear feature in high-resolution optical satellite images[11]. Zhu et al. 
also proposed a new developed approach to extract road network from high resolution satellite images[12]. The approach 
is based on the binary and grayscale mathematical morphology and a line segment match method. Yang and Wang 
presented an improved model for road detection based on the principals of perceptual organization and classification 
fusion in human vision system[13]. Based on this literature, when we use automatic methods for linear feature extraction, it 
is necessary to make identify roads from images. In this paper an approach is presented to extract the features like roads 
in vector form from the satellite images.  
In summary, the objectives of this paper are: 
1- Proposed a model based on the developed ant colony and minimizing the snake energy for identifying and 
extraction linear feature. 
2- Showed the capability of our proposed algorithm on satellite images in detection and extraction roads. 
The first stage is identifying and detecting roads with the developed ant colony model from the pre-processed satellite 
image. The skeleton of the identified roads is extracted using mathematical morphology operators in the second stage and 
then the road centerline vectors are extracted using a snake interpolated model. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the developed ant colony model for identifying the 
roads. Section 3 explains the mathematical morphology and snakes for road vector extraction and the experimental results 
will be discussed in section 4 and finally, section 5 presents the concluding remarks.  
2- The Developed Ant Colony in Identifying the Linear feature  
 The aim of Ant Colony (AC) is iteratively find the optimal solution of the problem through a guided search over the solution 
space, by constructing the pheromone information. Suppose totally K ants are applied to find the optimal solution in a 
space χ that consists of M1 × M2 nodes. There are two fundamental issues in the AC process;  that is, the establishment 
of the probabilistic transition matrix 
)(np  and the update of the pheromone matrix 
)(n . 
First, at the n-th construction-step of AC, the k-th ant moves from the node i to the node j according to a probabilistic 
action rule, which is determined by [14] 
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Where  
1
,
n
ji     is the pheromone information value of the arc linking the node i to the node j;  i    is the neighborhood 
nodes for the ant  ka     given that it is on the node i; the constants α and β represent the influence of pheromone 
information and heuristic information, respectively;  ji,    represents the heuristic information for going from node i to 
node j, which is fixed to be same for each construction-step. 
Second, the pheromone matrix needs to be updated twice during the AC procedure. The first update is performed after the 
movement of each ant within each construction step.  After the move of the k-th ant within the n-th construction-step, the 
pheromone matrix is updated as [14] 
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Where ρ is the evaporation rate. Furthermore, the determination of best tour is subject to the user-defined criterion, it 
could be either the best tour found in the current construction-step, or the best solution found since the start of the 
algorithm, or a combination of both of the above two. The second update is performed after the move of all K ants within 
each construction-step; and the pheromone matrix is updated as[14]: 
 
)3()1( )0()1()(   nn  
 
Where ψ is the pheromone decay coefficient. Note that the ant colony system performs two update operations (i.e, (2) and 
(3)) for updating the pheromone matrix) [15]. 
The developed AC is based on to utilize a number of ants to move on a 2-D image for constructing a pheromone matrix 
and then identifying the roads regions. The movements of the ants are steered by the local variation of the image‟s 
intensity values[16]. 
The proposed approach starts from the initialization process by ants. Then the ants start for moving on the image to find 
the interest regions related to roads based on the road characteristics. From the new locations of each ant, the process 
runs for N iterations to construct the pheromone matrix by iteratively performing both the construction process and the 
update process. Finally, the decision process is performed to determine and identify the roads. 
For the identification process in detail, assume totally K ants are assigned on the roads of image I with a size of M1 ×M2, 
each pixel of which can be viewed as a node. The initial value of each component of the pheromone matrix 
)0(  is set to 
be a constant. init  
At the n-th construction step, one ant is randomly selected from the above-mentioned total K ants, and this ant will 
consecutively move on the image for L movement steps. This ant moves from the node (l,m) to its neighboring  node (i, j)  
according to a transition probability that is defined as 
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where   
1
,
n
ji     is the pheromone value of the node (i, j),  ),( ml      is the neighborhood nodes of the node (l,m), ji,    
represents the heuristic information at the node (i, j).  
There are two crucial issues in the construction process. The first issue is the determination of the heuristic information   
ji,    in (4). In this paper, it is proposed to be determined by the local statistics at the pixel position (i, j) as 
 
 
 
where ),( jiI     is the intensity value of the pixel at the position (i, j) of the image I. ),( jiIm  is mean value of the 
intensity values of a window with size of 3×3 centered on (i,j). ji, value depends on the variation of image‟s intensity 
values on the window. 
 The second issue is to determine the permissible range of the ant‟s movement  in (4)) at the position (l,m). In this paper, it 
is proposed to be either the 4-connectivity neighborhood or the 8-connectivity neighborhood, both of which are 
demonstrated in Figure 1. 
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(a)                                              (b)  
Figure1.the ants movement in (a) 4-connectiving and (b) 8-connectiving 
The proposed approach performs two updates operations for updating the pheromone matrix. 
• The first update is performed after the movement of each ant within each construction-step. Each component of the 
pheromone matrix is updated according to 
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where ρ is defined in (2),     
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• The second update is carried out after the movement of all ants within each construction-step according to 
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where ψ is defined in (3). 
In. decision process a binary decision is made at each pixel location to determine whether it is edge or not, by applying  
threshold T on the final pheromone matrix   
)(NT  . In this paper, the above-mentioned T is proposed to be adaptively 
computed based on the method developed in [20]. 
The initial threshold  
)0(T  is selected as the mean value of the pheromone matrix. Next, the entries of the pheromone 
matrix is classified into two categories according to the criterion that its value is lower than  
)0(T  or larger than   )0(T  . 
Then the new threshold is computed as the average of two mean values of each of above two categories. The above 
process is repeated until the threshold value does not change any more (in terms of a user-defined tolerance). The above 
iterative procedure can be summarized as follows. 
Step 1: Initialize 
)0(T as: 
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And set the iteration index as l = 0. 
Step 2: Separate the pheromone matrix  
)(NT   into two class using   )(lT , where the fist class consists entries of τ that 
have smaller values than  
)(lT  , while the second class consists the rest entries of τ.  Next, calculate the mean of each of 
the above two categories via 
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Step 3: Set the iteration index l = l + 1, and update the threshold as 
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Step 4: If    )1()(  nl TT    , then go to Step 2; otherwise, the iteration process is terminated and a binary decision 
is made on each pixel position (i, j) to determine whether it is edge (i.e.,    1, jiE   ) or not (i.e. 1, jiE ) 
 
  
(a) (b) 
  
© (d) 
Figure 2(a) original image (b) identified road, (c) smoothed skeleton, (d) extracted road vector 
3-Road Vectors Extraction 
Extraction of road vectors centerline is the last stage in the block diagram of figure1. Thus, the mathematical morphology 
is first used for extraction of skeletons from the identified roads image in the previous section and then used a snake 
model for extraction of roads in the geometric form. 
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Mathematical morphology is a powerful tool in image processing for extraction of skeleton. The basic operations in 
mathematical morphology are erosion, dilation, opening, and closing.  
The skeleton of the identified roads in the binary image is extracted by thinning algorithm that works iteratively in the 
mathematical morphology. In each iteration, pixels from the boundary of objects are removed using structure element until 
the final thinned image consists only lines with one pixel width and isolated points. Here, the structure element 
)4(L  is 
defined as follows[7]: 
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Because usually there are some legs and isolated short lines on the outline of the objects, it is possible to remove 
legs and smooth the main skeleton sequentially by another structure element,
)4(E , [7]. The structure element )4(E  is 
defined as follows: 
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„*‟ in the matrixes denotes an element that is not used in the matching process, i.e. its value is not significant. Figure 
3 shows the processing result by the morphology operators on the identified road image (figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c) shows 
the smoothed skeleton. Finally, a snake model is applied on figure 3(c) to extract the roads in vector form.  
A snake is a parametric curve which is allowed to deform from some arbitrary initial location toward the desired final 
location by minimizing an energy function. In the continues domain, the snake is defined as a parametric curve, r(s,t) 
=(x(s,t), y(s,t)), where s is a parameter advancing along the snake and t is related to arc length. The snake minimizes an 
energy function based on internal and external constraints at time t. 
)),(()),(()),(( int tsrEtsrEtsrE exttot   
(10) 
Where: extE is the external energy, intE is the internal energy and   is a regularization parameter. The energy function is 
built such that its global minimum coincides with the solution 0r  
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Based on Bentabet et al. [9], the problem is to determine the curve 0r  such as 
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The equation (8) dose not admits any analytical solution. Using Euler-Lagrange equation ( 0 totE ), it can be proved 
that the local minimum of energy must satisfy 
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It is assumed that   and   remain constant along the snake. The derivative term 
r

in the right-hand side of the 
equation (13) is a vector derivative which can be decomposed in terms of x
  and y
 . It requires the computation of the 
curve forth-order derivative which might cause numerical stability problems. A lagrangian evolution is obtained by 
introducing a first-order derivative term which is considered as an internal term 
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Where: r represents the viscosity of the background. The partial derivative equations are usually implemented using finite 
elements[17] -[18]. This method offers an accurate discritization of the derivative, leading to greater accuracy. Discretizing 
the parametric curve r(s,t), for 0tt  , into finite elements leads an expression for each elements, given by 
 ee ssr VN .)()(   
Where: <…> denotes row vectors and […] matrices or column vectors. N(s) is a set of shape or basis functions 
)(),...,(),( 21 sss mNNN  defining the interpolating curves and  eV  is a two column matrix,  ee YX , , of control 
points. Thus, as shown in figure 8, the curve (here road) r(s) can be approximated using finite elements )(sr
e
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S
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S
ssss dsK NN .2  
 ef  is the external forces vector applied on the control nodes of element e of the snake. 
 
Figure 3. elements of a road 
The above process is applied on figure 2(c) to extract the road vectors form. Figure 2(d) shows the extracted roads in 
vector forms that can be used in a data base layer for many applications. 
4. Experimental Results 
The proposed model applied to a number of satellite images. In this section, an example with results will be given. The 
original image contain main roads with wide of 2 –3 pixels. Figure 4(a) shows the original image and the extracted roads 
that are laid over the original image is shown in figure 4(e). Main roads have been identified and only a few roads have not 
been detected. This is due to width of some roads is less than 2 pixel . And some pixels are also detected incorrectly so 
that they correspond to other classes such as agricultural lands.  
For geometric accuracy assessment of the algorithm, two types of roads in the original images are considered: main roads 
with width of 2 to 3 pixels or more and other roads with width of 1 to 2 pixels, these roads are extracted both manually as 
reference and automatically so that the accuracy of results could be assessed. Two measures: mean of residuals and root 
mean square error (RMSE) are obtained by calculating the actual distance between extracted road points and reference 
roads. Table 1 shows the results of the geometric accuracy assessment. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4 (a) original image (b) extracted skeleton (c) extracted roads 
 
Table 1. Accuracy of the algorithm for automatic roads extraction. 
Type of road Width of road (Pixel)                                       Mean error (Pixel)                                RMS Error(Pixel) 
Main roads 2-3 1.5 0.61 
Other roads 1-2 1.6 0.63 
 
5. Conclusions 
This paper developed a method (called Ant-Snake) for identifying and extracting linear feature such as roads from satellite 
images. The method was based on the improved ant colony model combined with the snake model to identifying and 
extracting the linear feature from satellite images. 
The proposed approach indicated that is efficient in road vectors extraction from this type of images using the ant colony 
and the snake model for identification of roads centerlines and extraction of roads in vector form were the main aim of this 
paper. The accuracy of extracted road vectors was evaluated both visually and quantitavely. From point of view in visually, 
the extracted roads was very close to the roads on the original image. From point of view in quantitavely, the statistical 
results confirmed that the proposed approach is also efficient, so that the achieved accuracy was approximately 0.60 pixel 
for examples in this study. 
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